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Why use Remind?
remind is a free, safe and simple way for educators to instantly
text message students, parents and other educators.

With a single click, teachers, coaches, or administrators can
send reminders, assignments, or motivational messages directly
to students' and parents' phones—including disposable or “flip”
phones, since Remind messages can go out via low-tech SMS
in addition to app “push” notifications and/or email. Educators
can also schedule messages to go out in advance, and attach
photos, files, and Voice Clips to their messages.
Messaging is safe because phone numbers are kept private, and
a recorded history transcript is kept for all messages. Teachers
can send or schedule one-way Announcements, or choose to
enable Chat with Office Hours for more personalized two-way
communication. For students and parents, Remind provides
an easier way to stay informed outside of the classroom.
REMIND IS SAFE

• Personal contact information is kept private. Phone numbers

Sign up! It's easy.
To become a subscriber of a
Remind class, you need to be
invited by a teacher, coach,
administrator, or organization
leader. They will share a class
code that looks like this:
@code
You can quickly join a Remind
class in one of three ways:

01 / SIGN UP DIRECTLY BY TEXT

only in the US or Canada

are not exchanged between teachers, students, and parents.

• Messages cannot be edited or deleted, so your Announcement
or Chat History is easily accessible for future reference.

• Students under the age of 13 must enter a parent’s email
address to notify them of use, and can only receive
one-way Announcements.

02 / VISIT THE JOIN PAGE

online at www.remind.com/join
03 / DOWNLOAD THE APP

on your IOS or Android device

REMIND IS ACCESSIBLE

• Teachers can use Remind to reach students and parents on
any device —a computer, tablet or any mobile phone.

See what other parents
think about Remind!

• Subscribers can receive Remind messages through text
(in the US & Canada), email, and the app.

• Remind is free to use for teachers, students, and parents!
REMIND SAVES YOU TIME

• Forget those outdated school websites and long newsletters.
Remind messages are less than 300 characters and sent
directly to your mobile device.

• Teachers can set Office Hours to let you know the best time
to respond to a Chat. If you see your teacher’s name in your
Chat list, you can send them a Chat any time.

• Keep in touch on-the-go! With Chat, you can send quick photos
of permission slips or assignments, PDFs, or personalized
Voice Clips right from your phone.

WATCH THE VIDEO

Mrs. Chow of Pasco County
Schools uses Remind as
a part of her curriculum.
See Remind's impact on
her students' parents.

